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T H E  C A P I T A L  B U L L E T I N  

F I R E  D I S T R I C T  N E W S  

ED ITO R  –  TO M  RIN ALD I  

tom @ ri na ld i1 .c om  

FIG H T FO R TH E TH IN G S TH A T YO U  C A RE  ABO U T B U T D O  IT  IN  A  WAY  TH AT  WI L L LEAD  O TH ER S TO  J O IN  YO U .  

CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION NEWS:    WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

I want to thank those who were able to attend the Officer’s Reception this year.  We had a good group of people which 
would have probable been better had the weather cooperated.  We will begin to plan next year’s reception soon.  If 
anyone has any suggestions for next year please don’t hesitate to speak up. 

ALSO 
Put it on your calendar now, Association picnic will be held on Saturday, July 30th at the Northumberland Fire District 

(Gansevoort Fire Department) picnic pavilion in downtown Gansevoort, members and families are invited. 
 

MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 2022 
The remaining meetings will take place on Thursday evenings 7pm, May 12th, July 14th, September 8th, October 
13th and November 10th .  Food will be provided at the Clifton Park Fire Station. 
We want to thank the Clifton Park – Halfmoon Fire District for allowing us to use their facility for the Capital Area 

meetings. 

SPECIAL MEETING 
The President has called a special meeting of the Officers and Board of Directors for 7pm on Thursday, April 7th at the 

Clifton Park Fire Station to address 3 outstanding strategic planning issues that need our attention. 

The following fire districts have not paid their dues for 2022 yet and have until April 1st to catch up.  We would like 
to see the following districts renew and would love it even more if they attended a meeting. 
The following districts are outstanding as of this publication: Chestertown, Elmwood Park, Glenville #5, Glenville 
#8, Grafton, Jonesville, Rotterdam #6, Rotterdam #7, Schodack Center, Schuyler Heights and Verdoy. 

 
We invite the following districts to get on board with your local regional fire district association; Berne, Best-
Luther(new district), Bolton, Delmar, Duanesburg, East Schodack, Eastern Pittstown, Elsmere, Glenville #2, 
Guilderland Center, Hoosick, Luzern-Hadley, McKnownville, Nassau #1, Northville Joint (new district), Pleasantdale, 
Pottersville, Rotterdam #4, Rotterdam #8 (new district), Stephentown and West Charlton. 

2022 OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE CAPITAL AREA ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS 
President: Tom Rinaldi, Commissioner Stillwater/Saratoga 
1st VP:  John Meehan, Commissioner West Crescent/Saratoga 
2nd VP:  Art Hunsinger, Commissioner Clifton Park Halfmoon/Saratoga 
Board of Directors: Les Bonesteel Commissioner Burnt Hills/Saratoga, Tom Wood Commissioner Northumberland/Saratoga, Joyce 
Petkus Treasurer Greenfield/Saratoga, Ed Woehrle Commissioner Niskayuna #1/Schenectady and Mike Podolec Commissioner West 
Glenville/Schenectady 
Secretary/Treasurer: Tony Hill 
Sargent at Arms: Tom Wood 
Chaplain: Fred Richards 
Legal Council: Greg Serio 

The Capital Area Association represents fire district officials from the fire districts in Albany, Schenectady, Rensselaer, Warren, 
Washington, Saratoga, Fulton and Montgomery Counties 

Fire District Officials include Commissioners, Treasurers, Secretaries and Chief 
All are invited to participate in all of the Capital Area Activities 

 

http://www.afdca.org/
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The Capital Area Association wants to take this opportunity to thank all the Fire Districts who continue to support the local 
Capital Area Association as members for 2022. 

 

The Capital Area has logo ware for sale, long and short sleeve polo shirts.  Contact Secretary/Treasurer Tony Hill to 
purchase shirts. 

All correspondence & Capital Area Association Mailing Address 
should be directed to:  AFDCA PO Box 242 East Schodack, NY 12063 

EMAIL: CAAOFD@GMAIL.COM 

CAPITAL SHORTS: 

• While the weather wasn’t ideal this year’s Capital Area Officer’s Reception was well attended and those 
attending had a good relaxing time, no drama!!  We will be moving forward with a number of new and innovative 
programs to benefit our members.  A special officer/board meeting is scheduled for April 7th at Clifton Park to 
move these initiatives forward. 

• The Burn Ban ends May 14th, no matter how wet it is. 

• Note that several one house items are being placed in the Budget Bill.  Items such as EMS Cost Recovery, EMS 
Surprise Bills, Strengthen Code Enforcement Standards, Advanced Building Codes, Appliance and Equipment 
Efficiency Standards, and the Building Benchmarking Act of 2022/Omitted! and Permit the Creation of Accessory 
Dwelling Units/Omitted! 

• Page 13, if you are buying or in the process of buying new apparatus, this is a must read! 

• Page 4 Email your State Assemblyperson and tell them to pass the EMS Cost Recovery Bill, which already passed 
the Senate. 

• Latest news from the NYS recruitment and retention task force Pg 5 

• Job Opportunities Page 14, Director of Purchasing, Greenfield Fire District 

• STATE ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING AND LEADERSHIP SUMMIT Page 2, Registration is Open! 

• Got stuff taking up space in the fire station?  See what the Capital Area Cooperative Project is all about Page 22 
o There is stuff waiting there to be had 

• North New Jersey firefighters have been collecting surplus equipment to send to firefighters in Ukraine. Clifton 
Fire Chief Frank Prezioso said the idea came from third-year Clifton firefighter Oleg Skachko, who emigrated 
from Ukraine as a teen. "What I’m seeing is nothing less than miraculous as they’re working to remove victims 
with limited resources, regardless of the potential of being killed by Russian attack," said Passaic Fire Chief Pat 
Trentacost, who noticed fire trucks under rubble in photos from the war. Clifton is leading the regional effort. 
Turnout gear, backboards, bandages and other equipment will be needed, the chief said. The gear will be flown 
over in lots and will have to be transported into the country by ground. 

• A Ukrainian teacher Anya Zaderej, who resides in Ballston Lake, Saratoga County has immediate family in 
Ukraine. She is looking for medical supplies, it can be outdated or nearing the end of it's lifespan. Anya has 
the ability and contacts thru her church to ship this material to Poland, then across the border to Ukranian 
civilians. 
Contact information for Anya Zadarej 
Her email is anyazaderej@gmail.com 
Phone (413)329-7943 
A list of the needed supplies is on the back page! 

•  

o Don’t be this commissioner. 
If you no longer wish to receive the Capital Bulletin you have the option to “unsubscribe” at the bottom of the 

introductory email. 

mailto:anyazaderej@gmail.com
http://luisserranor.com/crisis-en-iveco-porque-el-silencio-ha-sido-una-mala-solucion/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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STATE ASSOCIATION NEWS:     WWW.AFDSNY.ORG 

2022 Annual State Association Meeting & Leadership Summit 
Fire Districts Re-imagined 

May 4 - 7, 2022 
Turning Stone Resort & Casino 

Verona, NY 
REGISTER HERE:  

https://mms.afdsny.org/members/evr/reg_event.php?orgcode=FDNY&evid=28919531 
 

ATTENDEE INFORMATION INCLUDING COSTS!  
https://www.afdsny.org/attendee_information.php 

 

2022 Memorial Honoree Registration 

2022 Memorial Honorees - Association of Fire Districts of the State of New York. 
In order to honor those district officers that have passed in the past year, please fill out the form at the below link.  
https://mms.afdsny.org/members/form.php?orgcode=FDNY... 

 

STATE ASSOCIATION TRAINING CONTACT 
Cathy Deluca, AFDSNY Program Coordinator, PO Box 496, Selkirk, NY 12158,  (C) (518) 275-6585 
Email<program.coordinator@afdsny.org, - - Association Web Site www.afdsny.org 

 

TRAINING APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR ENTIRE BOARD/SECRETARY/TREASURER 

COFFEE WITH COMMISSIONERS RETURNS FOR 2022    
Saturday, Apr 9, 2022 09:00 AM 
Saturday, May 14, 2022 09:00 AM 

 

THE LATEST FROM THE NYS LEGISLATURE 
 

 

New York State Fire Service Alliance Legislative Initiatives for the 2022 Session 
 

1. Fair Play Cost Recovery for Fire Departments - [S.7186 Brooks/A.534A Jones] Empowers the authority having 
jurisdiction which provides emergency medical services to have the option of establishing fees and charges for 
services. PASSED THE SENATE and now moves to the Assembly Ways and Means Committee where it will be 
considered. 

2. Restoration of Dedicated Code Enforcement Funding - [S.6970 Kavanagh & A8723 Englebright] The funds in 
Section 54g of State Finance Law provide state assistance to local governments for support of activities related 
to fire prevention and building codes. This money has been swept into the General Fund and not used for its 
intended purpose for 29 years.  

3. Recruitment and Retention Task Force – Passed and Signed by Governor: Make a chapter amendment to the 
legislation which created the Recruitment and Retention Task Force to move the date a report is due on its 
findings to December 31st, 2022, rather than the now unattainable date of April 1st, 2022.  

4. Reckless Endangerment of an Emergency Service Person - Amend the penal law by adding a new section creating 
the crime of reckless endangerment of an emergency service person in the second degree. A person is guilty 

http://www.afdsny.org/
https://mms.afdsny.org/members/form.php?orgcode=FDNY&fid=4971997&fbclid=IwAR1GyCq1ELZe4CJoGmBEIx-Gzia04VTS4OUWCkEUuFC1GNTqOBy8lTmcuc8
http://www.afdsny.org/
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when they knowingly alter or convert a building that impedes egress, and an emergency service person is injured 
or dies as a result. This would be classified as a class D felony. 

5. Timely Adoption of Updated State Fire and Building Prevention Code - [S.6210-A Skoufis/A.3559-A Hunter 
Would require that a new building code as published by ICC would be adopted by the NYS Codes Council within 
12 months. 

6. Pre-Budget ad hoc committee efforts to:  
A.) Return local control for use of the cellular 911 communications fees to the counties 
B.) Provide state-based funding for books used by the students of the basic fire education courses, 
specifically BFO & IFO courses and  
C.) Provide state funding to offset the cost of the NYS Firefighter’s Cancer Benefit Program to the AHJ 
paying the premiums 

As these measures work through the legislative process, the Fire Service Alliance will reconvene to strategize and/or 
identify additional measures to be considered by the Legislature. 

 

 
The ability for volunteer fire departments to bill for EMS services has been a top legislative priority of FASNY for years. 
Known as EMS Cost Recovery, it would allow volunteer fire departments to bill insurers for EMS services rendered to 
insured individuals. Currently, departments in every other state are able to do this. New York is the only state that 
forces volunteer fire departments to absorb the cost directly. As volunteer fire departments answer almost 300,000 
calls annually, they are missing out on more than $100 million each year. 
Thanks to strong leadership from Senate Majority Leader Andrea Stewart-Cousins and Senator John Brooks, EMS Cost 
Recovery has been included in the FY2023 NY Senate budget proposal. 
Now that both the Senate and Assembly have released their budgets, three-way negotiations with the Governor will 
take place. During this time, we NEED to urge Assembly leadership to allow this language to be in the final budget.  

EMAIL YOUR MEMBER! 
http://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/write-a-
letter;jsessionid=node0axg9dbw35cli1wdf8u1j7x6gz8847900.node0?2&engagementId=514061&ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4tQtl3M2YqJedXp
tc5h4iA4MToZEaZ4BQdrsJo31QxHYfxTCNDZY9j_yLB5ix5IdezYAPAimJo6jlRYlrv0fjglOgTQIM6Jc4mLfE9_JuNA&lp=0 

Once you send, consider calling your legislators about the need for this fix, and sharing with your friends and 
family. If you'd like to learn more about the issue, please visit this link. 

 

NEWS FROM THE NYS VOL. FF R&R TASK FORCE 

Task Force Web Site: https://www.dhses.ny.gov/ofpc/recruitretentiontaskforce/index.cfm 
As with all things State, we can no longer find the Task Force at the above web page and no idea where they can be 
found, we can always count on the state to screw something up!! 

The task force in their most recent meeting has broken into sub committees. 
Minutes from the 1/14/22 Meeting:https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Volunteer-Firefighter-
Recruitment-and-Retention-Task-Force-Meeting-Minutes-1_14_2022.pdf 

http://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/take-action?engagementId=514061&ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4tQtl3M2YqJedXptc5h4iA4MToZEaZ4BQdrsJo31QxHYfxTCNDZY9j_yLB5ix5IdezYAPAimJo6jlRYlrv0fjglOgTQIM6Jc4mLfE9_JuNA&lp=0
http://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/write-a-letter;jsessionid=node0axg9dbw35cli1wdf8u1j7x6gz8847900.node0?2&engagementId=514061&ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4tQtl3M2YqJedXptc5h4iA4MToZEaZ4BQdrsJo31QxHYfxTCNDZY9j_yLB5ix5IdezYAPAimJo6jlRYlrv0fjglOgTQIM6Jc4mLfE9_JuNA&lp=0
http://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/write-a-letter;jsessionid=node0axg9dbw35cli1wdf8u1j7x6gz8847900.node0?2&engagementId=514061&ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4tQtl3M2YqJedXptc5h4iA4MToZEaZ4BQdrsJo31QxHYfxTCNDZY9j_yLB5ix5IdezYAPAimJo6jlRYlrv0fjglOgTQIM6Jc4mLfE9_JuNA&lp=0
http://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/write-a-letter;jsessionid=node0axg9dbw35cli1wdf8u1j7x6gz8847900.node0?2&engagementId=514061&ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4tQtl3M2YqJedXptc5h4iA4MToZEaZ4BQdrsJo31QxHYfxTCNDZY9j_yLB5ix5IdezYAPAimJo6jlRYlrv0fjglOgTQIM6Jc4mLfE9_JuNA&lp=0
https://cqrcengage.com/fasny/app/thru?ep=AAAAC2Flc0NpcGhlcjAx4J7ADTwe31uTB5hOOitcC5oCHVtnvflS6TQ_Bja3wmN-APMTKUI1awU5jCCElBHk3S3X1IiPUriIIZW4hRNo8UVY7Ixq3zL9qOMLaM8zuu_WcthgPARMh689nTYQJku7DfKVkVmSf9WckoxaWTHF78p-kQt31uCAPshL18M1pQw0Csc-QOc2jnzvKSjh4GdUbZWrLiUsZublaxstsiYZsA&lp=0
https://www.dhses.ny.gov/ofpc/recruitretentiontaskforce/index.cfm
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Volunteer-Firefighter-Recruitment-and-Retention-Task-Force-Meeting-Minutes-1_14_2022.pdf
https://afdca.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Volunteer-Firefighter-Recruitment-and-Retention-Task-Force-Meeting-Minutes-1_14_2022.pdf
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THINKING ABOUT A NEW FIRE STATION OR REHAB? 

Station Design: Firehouses that Care for Their Occupants 
 Craig Carter 
The main objective for firehouse architects essentially has remained the same over the course of time—to get firefighters geared 
up, onto apparatus, and out of the station as quickly and efficiently as possible. Although rapid response times continue to drive 
firehouse design decisions, there has been a shift in recent years to a more holistic approach that also prioritizes the mental and 
physical well-being of fire station occupants. 
Sleep deprivation 
An epidemic among firefighters is sleep deprivation and sleep disorders, which affect mood, cognition, motor function, reaction 
time, memory, behavior, long-term physical health and general readiness to do the job. Although we can’t control when calls come 
in, we can make sure that any sleep that firefighters do get is of good quality. This is achieved by designing firehouses around the 
five key sleep disrupters: light, sound, thermal discomfort, texture/posture and peace of mind (or lack thereof). The more control 
that firefighters have over the environment in which they sleep, the higher quality that their sleep will be. 
Traditional dormitory-style sleeping quarters in fire stations are being replaced by individual bunk rooms that have dimmable 
lighting, blackout shades on windows, separate control of temperature and air speed, acoustic-rated walls and doors and even 
separate mattresses for each firefighter, who can bring in pillows and bedding to promote personalized comfort. 
Throughout the station, abundant windows are being included for daylighting help to align the body’s circadian clock. 
The installation of color-adaptive lighting, including blue wavelengths to boost attention, reaction time and mood during the day 
and yellow and red wavelengths to stimulate the production of melatonin at night, is a subtle way to promote occupant wellness 
throughout the firehouse. 
Springfield, MO, Fire Station #4, which is under construction, exemplifies these concepts. Six separate bunk rooms will have three 
beds each (one per shift), so each firefighter has a private, secure space during shift and a bed that doesn’t have to be shared. 
Individual fan coils for each room and ceiling fans promote thermal comfort. Sound walls and automatic sealing doors help to 
control noise. Blackout shades on large windows and dimmable overhead lighting give firefighters further control over their sleep 
environment. 
Building connections 
Firefighters’ dedication to others is indisputable. One result of that is encounters with traumatic incidents on a regular basis. This 
can result in post-traumatic stress and other mental health issues. 
A 2021 report from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health concluded that first responders, including firefighters 
and EMS providers, might be at elevated risk for suicide because of the environments in which they work, their culture and stress, 
both occupational and personal. In fact, firefighters are more likely to die by suicide than in the line of the duty, according to the 
report. 
Although limited data collection makes it difficult for any of us to identify evidence-based solutions to suicide prevention, we know 
that stresses that firefighters and EMS providers encounter can be combatted through building camaraderie, reminding personnel 
of the long, proud history that they are a part of and calling to mind the broader family of peers that’s there to support them 
through difficult times. 
From creating communal spaces that encourage socialization to fostering a greater sense of connection with the natural world, 
designers of firehouses are incorporating a variety of principles to help to reduce the negative effects of trauma. 
For example, the Seven Corners Fire Station in Fairfax County, VA, has an indoor/outdoor space that comprises the dayroom, 
dining room and patio. The ceiling inside transforms into a trellis as it moves outside to the patio. The patio, which provides views 
of mature trees, is raised slightly to make it more of a private space for the station occupants, which helps to give the subconscious 
feeling of control over the territory. 
Wood furniture, wood-look wainscoting, stone-look tile flooring, a media wall, photographs that line the corridor, gentle breezes 
from a ceiling fan and dappled lighting from the trellis all contribute to mental well-being of station occupants. 
The Elk River, MN, Fire Station #3 is designed to build camaraderie and to bolster recruitment via historical photographs of the 
department in action throughout the building; display cases for memorabilia in both public and secure areas; and a mural that has 
public art in the dayroom/dining room. Gypsum board covers concrete block for a less institutional feel, and the communal spaces 
are detailed with built-in casework and changes in ceiling plane. 
An exterior space, which is shielded from public view, includes a small lawn for games, such as cornhole and horseshoes; a 
freestanding pergola to provide shade over dining tables; diverse planting beds for increased visual interest; vegetable garden 
planters; and a built-in grilling station. 
To create more dynamic spaces throughout stations, the trend is to be much more modest with the size of bunk rooms, shower 
rooms and individual offices, instead devoting more space to the dayroom, dining room, kitchen and physical conditioning room. 
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This shift was implemented for Firehouse 20 of the Henrico County, VA, Division of Fire. Through careful planning of the building 
and site elements, the station was connected smartly to its outside surroundings. Not only are the dayroom and dining room 
larger, but they have floor-to-ceiling glass that provides overlooks of nature, protected from direct sun exposure through a deep 
overhang, which also furnishes shade to the patio. This layout supplies a stronger connection to station occupants to the rhythms 
of the day, the climate, the weather and area wildlife. The inclusion of biophilic design principles trigger stress-reducing hormones. 
Remediating the Hot Zone 
For many years, apparatus bays were a catch-all that housed anything in the station. This could include gear storage hooks along 
the walls, workbenches that held tools and grinders, the SCBA compressor and bottle storage, hose racks, gear laundry equipment, 
vending machines and lawn maintenance equipment. The bays were designed specifically with extra space along the perimeter 
walls. 
Now that we realize that diesel exhaust and fireground contaminants can be aerosolized and can settle throughout the space and 
onto such items, we know that cleanability is critical—thus, the rapid move toward the Clean Bay design concept. This is very 
similar to the Clean Cab concept that’s used in specifying apparatus. 
If stations are designed so that they don’t accumulate so much hazardous debris in the first place and so that they are easy to clean 
regardless of whatever accumulation still happens, firefighters can disinfect apparatus bays and not feel as if it’s an unsafe place to 
be. 
Like a commercial kitchen or a hospital room, getting materials off of the floor is the first step. We’re taking everything out of the 
bays except the rigs and the items that plug into them. All of the supporting functions are being moved into dedicated rooms that 
isolate the particular contaminants that are associated with them. 
The bay itself should contain nothing along the perimeter that can hold dirt and sludge to make cleaning difficult. We found that 
it’s worth the extra expense to conceal the conduits, pipes and duct 
work behind a material that can be scrubbed and power-washed. All gaps and crevices should be filled with sealant. 
Although we still advocate for an exposed roof structure to maximize air volume and, thereby, dilute contaminants, that structure 
can be simplified with long-span decking, so there are fewer surfaces to collect dust and contaminants. 
An example is Company 6 of Spotsylvania County, VA, Fire, Rescue & Emergency Management. The station is being remodeled. By 
the end of the project—which is occurring in several phases, because the firefighters still live and work there—the gear lockers, 
gear laundry equipment, decontamination supplies and SCBA compressor will be removed from the bays and placed in dedicated 
rooms. The changes will make it much easier to clean and decontaminate that space. The result: Firefighters can start to feel as if 
the apparatus bays are part of their home, which is a huge win.  

TRAINING YOUR MEMBERS SHOULD HEAR ABOUT! 

Registration Open for FIRE 2022 Hands-On Training 
Eight Hands-On Training courses will be delivered at the Syracuse Fire Department Training Center during the NYSAFC 
116th Annual Conference & FIRE 2022 Expo. HOT registration also includes Annual Conference & FIRE Expo Full Term 
registration, which allows entry to classes and exhibits. Hands-On Training runs from Thursday, June 16 through Saturday, 
June 18. Courses include "Advanced Thermal Imaging Camera Ops," "Advanced Vehicle Extrication," "Aggressive Interior 
Fire Attack," "Fire Behavior On the Inside," "First-In Officers’ Responsibilities," "Hoarder Fires," "Truck Company 
Essentials: The Tasks That Must Get Done," and "Truck Company: Saw Work and Roof Ops." 
Learn More and Register... https://www.nysfirechiefs.com/fire2022hot 

 

New Course! Leadership for the Fire & Emergency Services 
The NVFC has released a new course in the Virtual Classroom on “Leadership in the Fire & Emergency Services.” This on-
demand course provides an overview of leadership roles, how anyone can be a leader regardless of rank, and tips to help 
in succeeding as an emergency service leader. Virtual Classroom courses are always free to NVFC members, but this 
course is free for a limited time to all members of the fire and emergency services. Register now: 
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services 

 

Innovative Recruitment Ideas for Volunteer Fire, EMS, and Rescue Departments 
Recruitment is a challenge for many volunteer and combination emergency service departments. The NVFC has released 
a new one-pager featuring 10 ideas to help jump-start your recruitment initiatives. Download it here. You can find more 
tools and resources to help with recruitment – including customizable outreach materials and PSAs – from the NVFC’s 
Make Me A Firefighter campaign. 

http://selligenttier.naylorcampaigns.com/track?type=click&enid=ZWFzPTEmbXNpZD0mYXVpZD0mbWFpbGluZ2lkPTYxNjk0NCZtZXNzYWdlaWQ9NjE2OTQ0JmRhdGFiYXNlaWQ9NjE2OTQ0JnNlcmlhbD0xNjgwMzA2MSZlbWFpbGlkPXRvbUByaW5hbGRpMS5jb20mdXNlcmlkPTE2NzU1NzQmdGFyZ2V0aWQ9Jm1uPSZmbD0mbXZpZD0mZXh0cmE9JiYm&&&2051&&&https://www.nysfirechiefs.com/fire2022hot
https://www.nysfirechiefs.com/fire2022hot
https://www.nysfirechiefs.com/fire2022hot
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWjgczQYglxNdrbaoQR22HP3sRh_VTkgmEG59UtlIRWIrIOSDLHfqi-Exr9ZUJaTgkBvJyPaPRSm6B0w08vHICOYEZaNqceRRng==&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefEaJMiVe17wQ0bmsGwKs-5IVXZ7HJesATdOQY-jif0OUHCKazjYTbgFqZEY5MTeMfpFMLIKnz7M3TnmpLCQ6FO4lk-UZHZZXAMSxupkjmvP4UkgYH6nNJ7jloHQJ4PEuWxK3wALoBstnOhkclRF15_3anlVNMubrRz1lJMPXH_XeA=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://virtualclassroom.nvfc.org/products/leadership-for-the-fire-emergency-services
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWv2YprU8ZefE2KfW03YFyXWm1w5FP7HA9JovKSVWxFHWvCWz-3ul_UDOFhJVrqJm9i5tU_JGaTH6dzCUr0vn8PcJj4vOTco84gR86RInjUw0ydsqNJc0heGKMP6MNtxPW3WFOpLxNWYEePpKKmy0Uv4gpw0MDWV22i-L4aUtjbNedAsi912DMO8=&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001bXT03hRLCXh7QdZYcKBsKsFi4asIerr7JvT0ubH3NzbB5HDBA_LNWsafn7LqHjy3ea9n2Or44CwBcjwn4Ly_dQRjn7pRg6ulNjaI6YtqcJE_KDhjQJOXtb9LbV0uQAFPOoFc-LKqJClI7Qn0LQ6uizUg-UOY7Cpu&c=hg-fU6snfAZw17ZmGP7CDbI95PUTxsMzg5NiIwVpUVKpHlENWLzGNg==&ch=1dTuVmllSGfvC5OcVFD5CTu7SqNW-t61pQqg4XVZhQ06z1AZQgc3IQ==
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HEALTH – SAFETY & LODDS 

IN 2022 WE HAVE SADLY EXPERIENCED 25 FIRE FIGHTER LODD’S 

In 2021 we experienced 136 LODDs reported nationally.! 
Those who died in the line of duty in NYS were, Peyton Morse, Jared Lloyd, Judy Spencer and Vincent Malveaux. 

 
 

IAFC: 12 Ukrainian Firefighters Killed In The Line Of Duty 

Twelve State Emergency Service of Ukraine firefighters have been killed in the line of duty, according to the International 
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), which has been in touch with the Polish State Fire Service. The deaths reportedly 
occurred during the attacks by Russian forces during fire and rescue operations by Ukrainian fire crews. 
IAFC President Ken Stuebing shared with FireRescue1 that he is deeply saddened to learn of the tragic loss of firefighter 
lives in Ukraine: “These heroic public servants, killed in the line of duty while continuing fire and rescue operations under 
the hostilities of war, have demonstrated true selfless courage. The safety of the State Emergency Service of Ukraine and 
their firefighters remain in the thoughts of the IAFC membership as we wish for peace in Ukraine.” 
 

A Ukrainian teacher Anya Zaderej, who resides in Ballston Lake, Saratoga County has immediate family in Ukraine. 
She is looking for medical supplies, it can be outdated or nearing the end of it's lifespan. Anya has the ability and 
contacts thru her church to ship this material to Poland, then across the border to Ukranian civilians. 
Contact information for Anya Zadarej 
Her email is anyazaderej@gmail.com 
Phone (413)329-7943 
A list of the needed supplies is on the back page! 

 

N.J. Bill Giving First Responders Workplace Protection For PTSD Advances 

 Matt Arco 
It’s time to end the stigma for mental illness. That was the message proponents of a bill that would give workplace 
protections for police, firefighters, and other first responders who are diagnosed with work-related post-traumatic 
stress disorder. 
The bill, A2886, cleared the Assembly Law and Public Safety Committee by a bipartisan 7-0 vote after advocates for the 
measure argued it’s a matter of life and death for their coworkers. “Everyone loved this kid,” Sean Simpkins of 
the Salem City Police Department said during the public hearing, describing the recent suicide of a 23-year-old officer. 
Simpkins said the officer began acting differently prior to his death. He suspects he likely had been suffering from PTSD. 
The officer was found by two colleagues who went to his house after he stopped showing up for work. He had a self-
inflicted gunshot wound to the head, Simpkins said. Both of the officers who found him are leaving the department 
because they were so shaken, he added. 
“It’s OK to say ‘I need help,’” Sean Lavin, of the New Jersey Fraternal Order of Police, said. “Take the stigma away from 
mental health and help our members move forward,” he said. “The systemic problems with PTSD with our first 
responders don’t go away.” Lavin described his own PTSD experience that was triggered by responding to Hurricane 
Sandy after the work he did years earlier helping during Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. The mere smell in the air 
after Sandy was triggering, he said. 
“We have to make sure that we keep you guys healthy and give you guys the tools that you need,” 
Assemblywoman Annette Chaparro, D-Hudson. “We have to remember that you’re not robots, that you’re human 
beings (and) that you have families.” The measure defines first responders as firefighters, a paid member of a first aid, 
emergency squad, ambulance, or rescue squad association, and any federal, state, county, or municipal law 
enforcement agency. 

 

mailto:anyazaderej@gmail.com
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[EDITOR’ NOTE: unfortunately, this bill does not recognize volunteers as first responders in this bill]  
 

Omicron BA.2 Sub-Variant Now Nearly A Quarter Of New COVID Cases In U.S., CDC Estimates  
The BA.2 sub-lineage of the Omicron variant now makes up nearly a quarter of new COVID-19 infections nationwide, 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimated Tuesday, up from around 1 in 10 new cases just a week prior. 
Since January, Omicron has made up virtually all new infections in the U.S. Like in many countries abroad, most cases in 
the U.S. had been caused by a sub-lineage of Omicron known as BA.1. But while both BA.1 and BA.2 can be traced back 
to some of the earliest samples gathered of Omicron, BA.2 has only recently begun to climb in prevalence. BA.2's 
prevalence is the highest in the Northeast, according to the CDC's "Nowcast" estimates published Tuesday. In the 
region spanning New York and New Jersey, the agency estimates 39.0% of circulating viruses are BA.2.    

BUILDING & FIRE CODE ISSUES – WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT TO YOU? 

Find The Enemy Before It Finds You: A Guide To Fire Code Inspections 

 Christian Sliker and Jim Clement 
Some of the first recorded “fire codes” in history occurred in 64 A.D., after the Great Fire of Rome destroyed 70% of 
the city. These codes addressed widening of streets, restricted the height of houses, and required the buildings to be 
constructed of fire-resistant materials. 
A lot has changed since then, naturally, but fire codes still serve a vital role in today’s fire service, with the goal of 
keeping our firefighters and citizens safe. While not all firefighters will perform fire code inspections, it is still a vital 
skill to understand, as fire crews are routinely in community structures and can flag potential violations. 
Here we’ll address the importance of fire code inspections and review a step-by-step guide to properly conducting a 
fire code inspection within your community. 

“BUT YOU’RE TAKING JOBS AWAY” 
But before we get into the meat and potatoes of fire code inspections, we feel it’s only right to address the concern 
uttered by some firefighters: “Inspections take away jobs,” meaning inspections can prevent fires, which can decrease 
call volume, with the perception of lessening the demand for service. In a sense, this is correct – and that’s a good 
thing! Fire code inspections help reduce the chances of a fire for residents, but that’s not all. Inspections serve an 
important role within the fire service that is often overlooked by our brothers and sisters in Job Town USA. Our job as 
fire code officials is to identify every risk that can cause harm or danger to our community and fire service members. By 
mitigating these hazards, we are taking the hidden dangers away from the scene and allowing our firefighters to 
provide a better and more accurate service. 

WHERE DO YOU START? 
Now, let’s get down to the business of code inspections. First things first, try not to get overwhelmed. You should treat 
every inspection the exact same using a systematic approach to the property. 
Whether the building is 100 square feet or 25,000 square feet, you should always start with a walk around of the 
outside of the building. Locate the life safety features and deficiencies that could affect operations. Some factors to 
consider: 

• Is there an FDC and is it accessible, labeled and properly positioned? 
• Is there a key box for firefighter entry, and are the keys inside correct? 
• Are there any bushes or trees positioned near the building that could ignite and cause a fire? 
• Are any exterior doors blocked by trash, debris, vehicles, dumpsters, etc.? 

You get the point but remember that fire code compliance isn’t only about the interior of a structure. A well-
maintained property can be the difference between a quick-fire attack and a delayed fire attack. 

GO BEYOND “THE USUAL SUSPECTS” 
We all know the key components to look for during an interior fire code inspection: The old E.E.E – extinguishers, exit 
signs and emergency lighting. But is that it, is your job done? 

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=158510&typ=1&it=876917
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Absolutely not. You have only keyed in on the visible tools that can help occupants escape and extinguish a fire. But 
what about going behind enemy lines and seeking out the true perpetrators? This is where a good inspection program 
can really help. 
A good inspection program begins with a good working knowledge of the adopted fire codes for your jurisdiction, a 
detailed checklist of potential code violations identifying hazards, and a specific written plan to bring the property into 
compliance. Always remember, documentation and photos are a must. You need to have a record of these code 
violations, just in case compliance requires further actions, such as a summons and court. 

A THOROUGH INSPECTION 
Now that you have taken the tunnel-vision goggles off, you can begin to take a deep dive into the building and possible 
violations. The most important thing to remember is to work systematically through the structure. Start at the front 
door and move in one direction, covering every square foot. This will ensure you are not skipping over sections of the 
property and missing crucial fire code violations. Alongside the E.E.E.s, start to visually scan and identify things such as 
missing ceiling tiles, high-piled storage, exposed electrical outlets, non-functioning fire doors, etc. 
As you move through the building, you might find electrical, fire pump and fire control panel rooms that each have 
multiple code violations. The International Fire Code is over 600 pages, with thousands of fire codes listed, so you could 
imagine how in depth you can get. Always remember, you are seeking compliance, and more often than not, the 
customer does not know they are in violation. Use the inspection as a teachable moment – and gain compliance 
through education. Help the customer find solutions to fix the violations, as this will build a positive relationship and 
promote the fire service within the business community. 

AN INVESTMENT IN SAFETY 
Fire code inspections are designed for occupant and firefighter safety. As we continue to push forward as a fire service, 
we need to continually search for better and safer ways to perform our duties. By performing fire code inspections, we 
are mitigating the hazards that threaten lives within and around a building. Fire code inspections are an investment 
into the safety of our brothers and sisters, and the only wrong way to do one is to not do one at all! So, dust off those 
fire codes and start making positive changes within your community, always working toward the common goal of life 
safety. 
[2020 NYS Fire Code available here, read only: https://codes.iccsafe.org/codes/new-york] 

 
Home builders and relators already “drive” legislation with a history of disregard for life safety and a disgusting 

misinformation campaign about the cost of residential fire sprinklers, deaths are an awfully expensive price to pay to 
save money.  Stop the carnage, install residential sprinklers. 

 
 

WEEKLY FIRE FATALITY DATA AS REPORTED BY THE MEDIA 

Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings in NYS 25+0=25 

Latest fire death, Kent, Putnam Co., Male 65 

Fire Deaths in any type of Dwelling in NYS 52+0=52 

Fire Deaths in 1&2 Family Dwellings Nationally 385+24=409 

Top Three State with the most 1&2 Family Deaths 1 TX - 58 

 2 NY - 52 

 3 PA - 51 

There has been a total of 675 civilian home fire fatalities in 2022 
There were a total of 2248 residential fire fatalities reported in 2021 in the US media. 

Both the states of Maryland and California require sprinklers in residential dwellings 

In 2021 in New York State 68 residents perished in fires in 1 & 2 family occupancies. 

OUR CHANGING FIRE SERVICE –CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES! 

O P P O R T U N I T I E S :  

https://codes.iccsafe.org/codes/new-york
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How Are You Transporting Your Contaminated PPE And Equipment Back To The Station? 

 Robert Avsec 
Interior structural firefighting has always been viewed as a dangerous job, but it’s been made significantly safer through 
improvements to personal protective gear, equipment, apparatus and fire suppression tactics. 
It’s only been in the last decade or so that we’ve come to learn that the danger doesn’t necessarily recede once 
firefighters exit the fireground. A growing body of research has shown that the smoke from fires, particularly structure 
fires, contains chemicals, chemical compounds, and carcinogens that have been linked to a higher risk of firefighters 
developing cancer compared to the public. 
When operating in that smoke, a firefighter’s PPE absorbs these toxic materials, many of which are in a gaseous state. 
Once the PPE is impregnated with those chemicals, chemical compounds, and carcinogens, that gear continues to pose a 
threat to a firefighter until it’s removed and properly laundered. 

THE TRANSPORTING CONTAMINATED GEAR CONUNDRUM 
Though proper laundering certainly eliminates future exposure to those toxic materials (the desired result), 
decontamination truly starts immediately after exiting the fireground. Many fire departments have enacted standard 
operating guidelines (SOGs) that address initial contaminate reduction (ICR) once the firefighter exits the hazard area to 
include removal of PPE followed by a personal hygiene routine. 
But what happens after that PPE has been separated from the firefighter? How is it being transported back to the fire 
station for laundering? And how is other contaminated equipment (e.g., SCBA, hand tools, portable gas monitors) being 
carried back to quarters for proper cleaning? 
The clean cab concept being adopted by many fire departments focuses on keeping contaminated PPE out of the crew 
cab while fire apparatus is returning to the fire station, but that brings up another challenge. For many departments, the 
apparatus are already maxed out when it comes to available compartment space. Sure, new fire apparatus can be 
designed with more available compartment space to store contaminated PPE, which many fire departments are doing, 
but there’s still the issue of legacy fire apparatus. 
In a 2019 study conducted by a major vendor of firefighting equipment and a fire service trade journal, it was found that 
only 29% of the respondents reported using any type of decon bag to store dirty PPE for transportation back to the fire 
station. While that statistic is concerning, it’s probably not the result of not knowing better, but rather the lack of a viable, 
affordable and safe option for storing that contaminated gear. 
Instead, many firefighters have resorted to using plastic garbage bags. While this works to prevent full exposure to 
contaminated PPE, there are two main problems with this approach: 

1. A trash bag will not fully contain contaminants from leaking into the cab and, ultimately, the lungs of nearby 
firefighters. 

2. It is a wasteful practice from an environmental standpoint because those trash bags cannot – and should not – 
be reused. 

Using a trash bag for the job has another pitfall for volunteer firefighters who put themselves, and potentially family 
members, at even greater risk by storing contaminated turnout gear in their privately owned vehicles for transport. 
Plastic trash bags can easily become ripped and release toxic vapors or liquids into the vehicle or into the home. So, if a 
trash bag is not the solution, what is? 

STORAGE BAGS BUILT FOR THE TASK 
Necessity is the mother of invention, right? Well, it certainly has been for several fire service equipment vendors offering 
gear bags that are designed and constructed to fill that gap between the firefighter’s removal of contaminated PPE and 
proper laundering at the fire station. These reusable gear bags have several key characteristics: 

• Airtight, waterproof design using abrasion-resistant material. 
• Durable construction that holds up to repeated laundering in a washer/extractor. 
• Large enough to hold all turnout gear. 
• Separate compartment to store clean clothing and footwear to change into after undergoing ICR practices. 

With these features in mind, let’s consider a few such bags: 
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• The Decon Bag from True North is large enough to hold all of an individual’s turnout gear while still retaining a 
compact size. The Decon Bag’s roll-top design uses a fitted buckle to ensure that all contaminants remain in the 
bag until opened back at the fire station. 

• Delta Bravo Turnout Gear Bags are constructed using an air and watertight material, heavy-duty box stitching, 
and welded seams that are chemical, oil, UV light and abrasion resistant. Delta Bravo bags feature industrial-
strength straps and buckles and have a reversible black/red Velcro handle to indicate the status of its contents 
(e.g., clean gear or contaminated gear). 

• DOT System Encapsulation Bags are designed to encapsulate contaminated PPE and other small equipment (e.g., 
hand tools, TICs, portable gas monitors) after a fire to minimize exposure to harmful contaminants. Available in 
a range of sizes, DOT System bags are a “Healthy Firefighters”-approved product constructed using durable 
polyester reinforced polyvinyl chloride and waterproof zippers. 

• The LXFB99 gear bag is constructed using water and airtight TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) fabric and self-
healing, water-resistant zippers. All seams on the main compartments of the bag are heat-welded, so there are 
no stitches that penetrate the bag to allow air or particulates to escape. The bag’s main compartment can 
accommodate a full set of PPE, while a left-side compartment can hold a full-sized, traditional fire helmet with 
eagle and shield. A right-side compartment is designed to store an SCBA facepiece, jumpsuit, wildland gear or 
even a change of clothes. Finally, the LXFB99 has a small pocket on the front to hold personal effects. 

NOW’S THE TIME 
With decon bags like these now available – and more surely to come – shouldn’t 2022 be the year that your fire 
department solves the issue of how to safely transport contaminated PPE and gear? 

 

C H A L L E N G E S :  
Report: Fatal Tesla Crash Sparks Fire in NY  

Firefighters battled an three hour long fire sparked by a ruptured lithium ion battery after a fatal Tesla crash in New York, 
according to a report. The Daily Voice reported that the incident occurred around 11 a.m. Sunday on the Palisades 
Interstate Parkway in Nanuet. Firefighters from 3 departments; Nanuet, New City, and Spring Valley responded to the 
fire, finally extinguishing it at around 1 p.m. One person was killed in the incident. According to the Nanuet Fire 
Department’s social media page, the first-arriving unit confirmed that a Tesla Model S was involved in the fire. The Tesla’s 
sole source of power is the 375 Volt Lithium Ion Battery, which spans the entire length and width of the floor of the car, 
the post said. This battery was ruptured and was in thermal run away, making it extremely difficult to be extinguished. 
[EDITOR’S NOTE: does your fire dispatch center collect information from callers when a hybrid or batter powered vehicle 
is involved in a crash or fire?] 

 

As Fire Season Ramps Up, Calif. Community Loses Its Last Volunteer FF 

Leila Merrill 
The Shasta Fire District’s Station 56 has lost its last volunteer firefighter, Action News Now reported Monday. The nearest 
Cal Fire station is about 3 miles away. As fire season ramps up, Chris Koeper, general manager for Station 56, gave a 
statement to Action News Now. "They did have some volunteer applicants but are waiting to learn more from the Local 
Agency Formation Commission," he said. "Then that commission will determine where the area will be county served 
moving forward." The station’s last volunteer firefighter, Aida Kowalski, said she is concerned about the community’s 
safety. "We do have a CAL FIRE station, and if they're busy, there is a chance there will be nobody there, and there is a 
chance that an engine could be coming from a lot further away," Kowalaski said. 

 

South Carolina County Firefighters Want An Association; Group Would Standardize Fire Training  

Calhoun County firefighters are looking to establish a firefighter training association to help standardize fire response 
protocols across the county. "One of the big things is that you've got every department now doing kind of their own 
training. There is not a whole lot of uniformity within Calhoun County. It definitely helps if everybody is on the same page 
with training," Sandy Run Fire District Assistant Fire Chief Christian Wolfe said Monday. "We all train together because 

https://www.cfmediaview.com/lp1.aspx?v=31_114468867_7279_16
https://dailyvoice.com/new-jersey/mahwah/news/bergen-county-man-killed-in-electric-car-crash-that-ignited-hours-long-battery-fire-on-pip/827878/
https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=158616&typ=1&it=877364
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we all have to work together," Wolfe said. "That kind of makes everything go a little smoother on a fire scene." Wolfe 
spoke on the topic at a recent Calhoun County Council meeting. He said the first step is to create a governing body and 
rules and regulations the body will follow. Organizers hope to create a commission independent of county council. Even 
so, organizers hope council will appoint members to the commission similar to what is done with the Rural Fire District 
and Sandy Run Fire District. 

FIRE SERVICE APPARATUS DESIGN 

LED Study: To Protect First Responders, Brighter Isn't Better  

When it comes to protecting first responders at accident scenes nationwide, brighter isn't better. A recent study by the 
Emergency Responder Safety Institute revealed that the light-emitting diode flashers on police cruisers, fire engines, and 
ambulances that spray the night with intense beams to protect first responders from oncoming traffic actually create a 
lot of glare, and that effect intensifies when the light bounces off retroreflective chevrons attached to the back of 
emergency vehicles. Calling their findings "surprising," the researchers determined that rubbernecking motorists can 
become blinded by the intense LED lights and won't be able to see emergency personnel near the roadway . The US 
Department of Transportation reports that vehicle accidents are the second most common cause of fatalities among 
police officers and firefighters, and the leading cause of death of tow truck operators.    
One out of every five of those deaths can be tied to a secondary accident, such as when a motorist squinting through the 
glare of lights fails to see an emergency worker before it’s too late. To save lives, it might be time to tone down the 
blinking lights at night and maybe even change their colors so that motorists can better make out the figure of a first 
responder in the darkness. “Seeing a firefighter standing there is going to impact your driving behavior more than a cone 
or just flashing lights,” said the study’s co-author, Scott Parr, an assistant professor at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University’s Daytona College of Engineering. “So dimming those lights allows people to see the firefighter and they’re 
going to respect that more. They’re more likely to slow down and move over with the presence of a firefighter in the 
roadway than being just blinded by light.” 
Joined on the study by John D. Bullough, a lighting expert and the program director for Population Health Science and 
Policy at the Icahn School of Medicine at New York’s Mount Sinai Albany, the researchers found an emergency vehicle’s 
blue and red lights appear brighter than yellow and white beams when seen by motorists at night.  
But they also found that blue and white lights throw off the most glare, which can be troublesome to drivers. So red 
lights might be the best option when a stationary vehicle is blocking off a roadway.  
Lowering the intensity of lights at night regardless of color will reduce the discomforting glare experienced by motorists 
without reducing visibility, the researchers discovered. They continue to probe whether agencies should use only Type I 
reflective materials for the rear of fire trucks, instead of chevrons made to reflect a higher intensity of light. 
“The primary reason for the study was because emergency lighting technology has changed considerably over the last 
20 years,” said Jack Sullivan, a safety training expert at the Emergency Responder Safety Institute. 
A revolution in high-energy, ultra-efficient LED technology and computerized wireless controls provides a dizzying array 
of emergency lighting options for first responders nationwide. New LED products designed to warn motorists of changing 
road conditions have become increasingly brighter, but industry standards have not been established to guide how 
intense the light should be. 
Lighting is the primary means emergency responders at accident scenes use to communicate with motorists. And when 
it comes to intense, flashing lights, Parr said the conventional wisdom inside emergency agencies has been that “more is 
better.”  
On the first week of April in 2021, organizers set up an experiment in Daytona, Florida. They wanted to mirror how an 
accident scene might look at night to motorists. The scenario was designed and reviewed by Volusia County Fire 
Rescue personnel under a contract from the US Fire Administration and the Cumberland Valley Volunteer Firemen’s 
Association’s Emergency Responder Safety Institute. 
Organizers gathered 20 test motorists, each driving a closed course around a simulated traffic incident. There was a fire 
truck blocking traffic with a tapered row of cone-shaped pylons along the roadway helping to guide drivers. 
A pair of tripod-mounted lights that could be set to blue, white, yellow, or red stood to the left and right of the fire truck. 
And next to the lights, the researchers propped a silhouette of a firefighter wearing a high-visibility safety vest. 

https://www.dailydispatch.com/DDR/index.aspx?st=NY&ddv=1&ddid=158569&typ=1&it=877065
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For some scenarios, they introduced a panel of retroreflective red or yellow chevrons behind the flashing lights. Parr said 
the researchers measured when the drivers saw the firefighter. They also asked the motorists detailed questions about 
which lighting conditions were better or worse, their level of discomfort caused by glare, and where the safety buffer 
between a driver and a firefighter should be. 
“There’s a limit to how much you can get, especially at night, because you’re obscuring everything else that goes around 
it,” Parr told Coffee or Die. 
The Emergency Responder Safety Institute’s Sullivan said that while the most recent lighting study is an important way 
to help firefighters, his agency offers more than 40 different modules on every aspect of roadway incident safety, and 
it’s free to anybody who wants to use it.  
More than 110,000 users have registered to use the safety site, but Sullivan hopes to attract more firefighters, emergency 
medical service technicians, law enforcement officers, and tow recovery operators because they’re the first line at 
roadway incidents.  
“Emergency lighting is just one part of a much bigger picture on how to protect yourself out on the highway,” Sullivan 
said.  

 

NFPA Warning Light Systems & Certifications 
 Bill Adams 
In the industrial and manufacturing world, standardization is making multiple identical products to lower the cost per 
unit. The concept is embraced by most fire apparatus manufacturers (OEMs); however, it is detested by all but a very 
few fire departments and their apparatus purchasing committees (APCs). For unknown reasons, many purchasers in the 
fire service believe they possess an inherent right and solemn obligation to customize a new apparatus, regardless of 
cost. After all, who wants to buy the same fire truck as the department the next town over did? 
Equally bewildering is why some OEMs and their dealers promote customization as a marketing tool. OEMs readily 
customize features such as a rig’s overall height and length, front bumper design, compartmentation, pump house and 
hose bed configuration—albeit at a cost, and often a substantial one. However, it seems like warning lights are installed 
by OEMs as a complete package that is not to be altered by purchaser or seller. 

Packages & Systems 
After installing a National Fire Protection Association’s NFPA 1901 Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus compliant 
warning light package, most OEMs will eagerly install as many extra warning lights as a purchaser is willing to pay for. 
But the basic compliant warning light package from a single light manufacturer that is installed by the apparatus OEM 
usually remains as is. Who says it has to? I cannot find in NFPA 1901 a requirement that all the compliant warning lights 
on a rig have to be manufactured by just one company. The single-light-manufacturer theory may be vendor-driven. 
NFPA 1901 sentence 13.8 Optical Warning Devices states “Each apparatus shall have a system of optical warning devices 
that meets or exceeds the requirements of this section.” The word system is used throughout the standard. Definitions 
of a “system” include an organization or an arrangement as well as a method or procedure. NFPA 1901 does not define 
a warning light system, nor does it say a single light manufacturer shall provide every optical warning light device used 
to achieve minimum compliance—either compliance in total, per the four lighting zones, or per upper and lower levels 
in each zone. That requirement is not there. 
Warning light and apparatus manufacturers and their respective dealers might be pre-packaging compliant warning lights 
for marketing and sales purposes. They can claim the package or system is NFPA 1901 compliant for the whole 
apparatus—of course, when installed according to the lighting manufacturer’s instructions. Prepackaging makes life easy 
for the vendors; however, it subtly infers purchasers can not use lights from multiple manufacturers in the basic system. 
That inference is misleading. It is disingenuous for vendors to say all lights must be from one manufacturer. 

Compliance 
Who certifies a rig’s warning lights are NFPA compliant? The apparatus manufacturer does by “demonstrating” 
compliance. My understanding of that statement is the apparatus manufacturer has to show that someone responsible 
has tested and certified the test results. 
(Underlining is mine for emphasis.) NFPA 1901 paragraph 13.8.16* Compliance Documentation states: “The apparatus 
manufacturer shall demonstrate compliance of the warning system by one of the following methods: 
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(1) Certification that the system was installed within the geometric parameters specified by the manufacturer of the 
system referencing the optical source test reports provided by the manufacturer of the system. 
(2)  Certification that a mathematical calculation based on test reports for individual optical sources provided by the 
manufacturer of the devices and performed by a qualified person demonstrates that the combination of individual 
devices as installed meets the requirements of this standard. 
(3) Actual measurement of the lighting system after installation on the apparatus.” 
My interpretation of Paragraph (2) above is that the apparatus manufacturer can show that the lights installed have been 
individually tested and the combination of lights meets the standard; it does NOT say the lights have to be manufactured 
by one company only. There is a misconception in the fire service that if NFPA 1901 does not specifically state you can 
do something, then you can’t do it. That is reading between the lines. 

Substantiation 
(Again, underlining is mine for emphasis.) Each warning light has to be tested per NFPA 1901 sentence 13.8.15.2.1.1: “All 
optical warning devices shall be tested to the requirements of SAE J595, Directional Flashing Optical Warning Devices for 
Authorized Emergency, Maintenance, and Service Vehicles; SAE J845, Optical Warning Devices for Authorized 
Emergency, Maintenance, and Service Vehicles; or SAE J1889, L.E.D. Signal and Marking Lighting Devices.” 
And the test results must be made available per NFPA 1901 sentence 13.8.15.2.1.1: “The results of the testing shall be 
used to determine compliance with this standard, and all required photometric data shall be available, upon request, 
from the optical warning device manufacturer.” 

How to Certify? 
NFPA 1901 requires certification, but it does not specify how to “show” certification to the purchaser. Will just a letter 
stating certification from the apparatus OEM work? Does merely checking yes on a proposal’s “Bidder Complies” column 
suffice? What should a purchaser look for in the delivery papers when taking delivery of a new apparatus? 
Does certification require the make and model number for each light provided? Are the actual test results (raw data) 
necessary? Is separate certification necessary for the upper and lower levels of each of the four coverage zones or will 
one for the whole apparatus be good enough? 
Go for It 
NFPA 1901 does not prevent or restrict purchasers from developing their own unique compliant lighting packages with 
lights from multiple lighting manufacturers. As long as the apparatus OEM provides lights that are “certified” compliant 
by the warning light manufacturer if installed within the parameters of the light manufacturer, then everyone should be 
happy. This narration is NOT proposing something new and revolutionary. The accompanying photographs show a rig 
with “certified” Zone A front and Zone C rear lighting. Each zone has lights from two different manufacturers. 

FINANCIAL STUFF FOR FIRE DISTRICTS! 

**The Apparatus Architect: Challenging ‘Times’ for Apparatus Purchasing 

 Tom Shand & Mike Wilbur 
The following scenario has played out several times with departments of all sizes, affecting their scheduled apparatus 
fleet replacement: The appointed members of the department’s apparatus committee had numerous meetings to 
determine the mission of a new vehicle. They attended trade shows to review several manufacturers’ designs. They had 
individual sessions with sales personnel. The committee took its time to develop the technical specifications for the new 
apparatus. Along the way, it confirmed with the city’s purchasing agent the approved budget. After months of work and 
numerous revisions to the draft specifications, the final version was sent to prospective manufacturers. 
On the day of the bid opening, the apparatus committee was pleased to find that it received multiple proposals for 
review. However, after an initial analysis of the proposals, only one of the bids was within the committee’s budget, and 
that one took total exception to the specifications and offered a stock vehicle that only vaguely resembled the apparatus 
that the department sought. 
If this situation sounds familiar to you, it likely is because the cost of new apparatus has outpaced the capability of 
departments to adequately fund their fleet replacement program 

Post-pandemic delivery 
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With few exceptions, the annual cost increase for new apparatus typically has been 3 percent–5 percent and took effect 
early in the first quarter of each year. Additional increases occurred from 2008–2010 because of changes in engine 
emission technology, the effect of the requirements of NFPA 1901: Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus and 
inflationary pressures. 
Fast forward to the present and numerous external factors affect new vehicle costs. 
Prior to the pandemic, orders for new apparatus rebounded, and most manufacturers enjoyed a strong backlog of work. 
During the ensuing 24 months, a number of compounding events, including reductions in the workforce and supply chain 
delays for major components, resulted in extended delivery times. The traditional 10–12-month production time after 
contract has increased to 18–20 months or longer. 
The longer delivery times affect department planning. Older vehicles that were projected to be retired and removed 
from service still are in front-line service, which increases maintenance and repair costs. In some cases, replacement 
parts no longer are available. Some must be custom fabricated to keep vehicles in serviceable condition. 
For apparatus builders, it’s difficult to project material costs because of the volatility of the marketplace and the inability 
to obtain vendor parts on a reliable basis to support the production schedule. The resulting effect has been a sharp 
increase in the final cost of new apparatus, an amount that’s far beyond what the industry experienced in the past several 
decades. 

Increased consortium benefits 
Although there is little that fire departments and apparatus committees can do to negate these price increases, there 
are things that can be accomplished prior to going out to bid for new rigs. Depending on what method your organization 
utilizes to award a contract for new vehicles, several strategies can provide strategic information during the specification 
development process. Many departments utilize a nationally recognized purchasing consortium, such as Houston-
Galveston Area Council (HGAC) and Sourcewell, to obtain detailed pricing on their apparatus prior to the final revision of 
the technical specifications. This enables the department to balance the requirements of the specifications against the 
planned budget for the acquisition. The advantage here is that committee decision-makers can view the costs for both 
the standard and optional components on the apparatus to determine the relative worth of a component versus the 
requirement to have it on the new vehicle. 
When setting out to develop specifications, the apparatus committee should develop a condensed bullet list of the major 
design features and components that are required for the new vehicle. This information should be shared with 
prospective manufacturers’ sales personnel to determine whether the proposed configuration is within engineering 
parameters. This also paves the way for an initial cost estimate, to confirm that the budget for the new apparatus project 
is adequate. 
Communities that require capital projects to be publicly bid have the advantage of soliciting multiple bids. However, 
without the benefit of using a purchasing consortium as the contracting agency, you only will have visibility to the total 
cost of the apparatus. 
Another consideration: Whichever process that your department utilizes, unless you develop specific requirements for 
bidders to include testing, warranty terms, and details regarding delivery, acceptance and payment, you are subject to 
adhering to the manufacturer’s standard terms. In most cases, these favor the interests of the manufacturer, which might 
not be in the best interests of your department, particularly with respect to warranty coverage and terms of final 
payment. 

Technical documents 
The importance of obtaining other technical documents from prospective manufacturers is increased during these 
particularly challenging times for apparatus purchasing. Chief among these are weight and electrical load analyses and 
turning radius and engine performance scans. For example, the latter show acceleration rate and time required to reach 
specific benchmarks that are required by the department. This information also is useful to determine prior to the bidding 
process the different rear-axle ratios, based on the desired gradeability and the top speed that’s required. 
These documents provide an accurate depiction of the performance of the vehicle. Perhaps more critical nowadays, they 
can reduce the identification of costly changes, such as overweight axles, improper size of alternator and vehicle 
gradeability issues, at the preconstruction conference. 

Supply chain issues 

https://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/all-codes-and-standards/list-of-codes-and-standards/detail?code=1901
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Any fire apparatus design is an amalgamation of hundreds of component parts. Some are vendor items; others are 
fabricated and installed by the final stage manufacturer. Because many builders adopted just-in-time production 
planning, the importance of the shipping and delivery systems to support the build schedule increased. For this reason, 
the availability—or lack thereof—of outside vendor components, such as axles, engines, wiring harnesses, pump panel 
instrumentation and water tanks, affects the capability to maintain the planned production schedule. 
Additionally, manufacturers must absorb unplanned price increases for any vendor-supplied equipment for vehicles that 
are in production. At some point along the way, this affects the overall cost for new apparatus and the availability of 
replacement parts for units in the fleet. 
When developing the requirements for any new apparatus, the committee should consider the difference between must-
have and nice-to-have. The importance of a well-engineered rig can’t be overstated, but there are significant cost 
differences between, for example, medium-block vs. large-block diesel engines. The selection of one engine over the 
other also affects the choice of transmission, driveline equipment, front axle, suspension and tires. 
During the specification process, when meeting with sales representatives, committee members should discuss various 
options and their effect on the overall cost of the vehicle. This is particularly important for major components, such as 
foam systems, generators, light towers and auxiliary scene lighting. Combinations of these systems, although needed in 
some applications, can add thousands of dollars to the final cost of the new apparatus—and add to the frequency of 
maintenance repairs and vehicle out-of-service time. 
It might be beneficial to list some of the more significant components that add incremental cost to the apparatus as 
detailed stand-alone options. In this way, the cost for each item clearly is identified. Regardless of the procurement 
system that’s utilized, this concept allows the department/apparatus committee to individually consider options for 
inclusion and enable some cost-justification for the items. This also enables validation when comparing costs from 
vendors during the bid review process. 

New normal 
Specifying and purchasing new apparatus is a detailed process that requires apparatus committee members to spend 
the requisite time to read all of the technical submissions, including the long verbiage specification. This document 
becomes the contract material that guides the build for the vehicle. Detailed preconstruction meetings provide the ability 
to fine-tune overall design and should result in minor changes and enhancements to ensure that the new rig will enhance 
the department’s operational capabilities. The importance of all of this never has been greater than it is now, when 
delivery times are extended.  

 
2022 Governmental Accounting Class Schedule 
Register for Accounting Schools Now Here! 
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools 
Cost: $85 for local officials and government employees; $170 for all others. 
Introduction to Governmental Accounting (Basic Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with the basic concepts of governmental accounting and give them a working knowledge of basic 
bookkeeping procedures such as understanding debits and credits, a discussion of the modified accrual system of 
accounting, the practice of maintaining the books and records, developing and accounting for the annual budget, as well 
as the year-end closing process. This school is for those individuals who possess some accounting experience, but are 
newcomers to governmental accounting in New York. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, and Accounting Personnel. 
Available Dates: 

May  24-26,2022 Online 
September 28-30,2022 Online 
October 25-27,2022 Online 

Accounting Principles and Procedures (Advanced Accounting School) - This multi-day school is designed to familiarize 
participants with accounting and financial reporting requirements for local governments in New York. The course 
provides guidance on certain operational issues, such as cash management, purchasing, processing claims for payment, 
accounting for capital projects and utilizing reserve funds. This school is a good follow-up to our Introduction course, 

https://www.osc.state.ny.us/local-government/academy/osc-government-accounting-schools
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although attending the Introduction is not a prerequisite. It will benefit Chief Executive Officers, Chief Fiscal Officers, 
Comptrollers, Treasurers, Clerks, Accounting Personnel, Board Members and Department Heads.  
Available Dates: 

April  13-14, 2022 Online 
June  15-16, 2022 Online 
October 12-13, 2022 Online 
November 15-16, 2022 Online 

HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE FIRE SERVICE 

Michigan College Adds Two-Year Program to Train Firefighters, EMS 

 Brandon Champion 
PETOSKEY, MI – A Northern Michigan college has added a degree program that trains students in firefighting and 
Emergency Medial Services. 
The two-year program at North Central Michigan College offers students an Associate of Applied Science (AAS) in Fire 
Science. 
The degree available this fall prepares students with essential, hands-on firefighting education and training and includes 
additional courses in Emergency Medical Services.  
Jim Cousino, North Central’s dean of Career and Technical Education, said graduates will be well-rounded first responders 
who will have the potential to rise to the top of applicant lists at fire departments statewide. 
“Our graduates can walk out of here with their Firefighter I and II certification and their EMS license up to paramedic,” 
he said. “That puts them at a huge advantage over the competition.” 
Salaries for combined firefighter/paramedic positions in Michigan range from $50,000 per year up to $80,000 per year 
with bonuses, Cousino said.  He expects the program to appeal to individuals looking to start a career in firefighting as 
well as those wishing to advance their career in specific areas, such as fire inspection and investigation or fire command 
and administration. 
To be licensed by the Michigan Fire Fighters Training Council, all firefighters must complete Firefighter I and II 
certification through a Fire Academy at a Regional Training Center, a designation North Central has held since 2017. 
All courses will be taught by local instructors with direct experience in the field. Many classes offer an online option, so 
students only need to come to campus every third weekend for in-person trainings. 
North Central also offers a Firefighter Certificate of Development, a one-year degree, into the new associate degree 
program. 
“This program is a perfect example of the benefits derived from ‘stacking’ credentials,” Vice President of Academic 
Affairs Stephen Strom said. “Our goal is to provide a clear pathway to a career without limiting students’ 
possibilities.  They can either climb the professional ladder through these stackable credentials or pause their education 
to enter the workforce when it best fits their lives and careers.” 
For more information about North Central’s public safety and criminal justice programs, 
visit www.ncmich.edu/academics/choose-a-program  Registration for summer and fall semesters is open. 

 

The Real Reason Firefighters Quit: A Lack Of Respect 
 Mark Klaene 
We have been seeing a decline in volunteer fire service personnel for several years. However, recent events have seen 
some resignations or walkouts on larger scales than we have seen previously: 

• Entire Wash. city FD resigns in protest over mayor's actions, funding issues 
• Entire Ohio volunteer fire department quits 
• Video: Ill. FFs quit after once-convicted arsonist named fire chief 

To better understand what is going on here, we need to look at people’s motives for becoming a firefighter in the first 
place. 

RESPECT AS A MOTIVATOR 

https://catalog.ncmich.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=14&poid=2155
https://catalog.ncmich.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=14&poid=2155
https://catalog.ncmich.edu/preview_program.php?catoid=14&poid=2156
https://www.ncmich.edu/academics/choose-a-program/
https://www.nvfc.org/new-nfpa-report-finds-significant-decline-in-volunteer-firefighter-numbers
https://www.firerescue1.com/resign/articles/entire-wash-city-fd-resigns-in-protest-over-mayors-actions-funding-issues-3ussE5KB44I9rwu0/
https://www.firerescue1.com/fire-chief/articles/entire-ohio-volunteer-fire-department-quits-1lByhaam5lUMvt7K/
https://www.firerescue1.com/arson-investigation/articles/video-ill-ffs-quit-after-once-convicted-arsonist-named-fire-chief-Tc3e4tLSodr67hLg/
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We may like to believe that every firefighter’s sole motive is the desire to serve the public. But the simple reality is many  
join the service for the badge, the excitement, the history or the adrenaline rush, to name just a few compelling reasons. 
And I should note that while career members have the added motive of salary, it isn’t always the most important factor 
to them. 
When looking at why a single individual leaves the fire service, it is often the loss or change of one or more of their 
motivational factors for joining in the first place. But these reasons seldom cause resignations on such a large scale. While 
mass resignations can be prompted by several factors, I have witnessed several such situations where it came down to a 
fundamental lack of respect. 
It's important to underscore that respect isn’t a given. Respect must be earned, and it must be maintained. It is also a 
two-way street; we must give respect in order to receive it. Respect isn’t earned by putting on the gear or driving the big 
new flashy apparatus, and it isn’t earned by simply walking in the door of the station. Giving respect means understanding 
others positions and viewpoints even when we disagree. It means recognizing others’ position of authority, knowledge 
and experience. Mutual respect usually means you don’t get what you want all the time. Sometimes you lose, sometimes 
you win, and often it just leads to something in the middle. Mutual respect doesn’t mean you give up your authority, or 
you chose popularity over what is best. It does mean inclusion and consideration in the discussions. 

SOURCES OF DISRESPECT 
Disrespect can come from internal and/or external sources. 
Internal disrespect: We sometimes fail to respect our fellow firefighters and officers, not recognizing their hardships or 
their abilities. Disrespect could come in the form of asking too much or not including each other in discussions and 
decisions. 
This is the easiest for us to solve because it is in house. It is something that we ourselves are causing and should 
understand. All officers and other firefighters should have been there before and understand what we are all are going 
through. 
The reason it often isn’t corrected is because we fail to see it, or more likely, egos get in the way. I was told many years 
ago, “we can do great things if we don’t care who gets credit for it.” 
External disrespect: Disrespect from external sources – local government, other fire agencies, law enforcement or our 
citizens – is harder to address. Often the root of the problem can be similar – ego or “turf battles.” 
Control is a divisive issue between fire and law enforcement agencies as well as elected officials. Training and working 
together on common issues as well as communication on and off scene are some of the best ways to develop mutual 
respect. Visit these agencies, find mutual agreement and issues, and work together to address them. Respect drives 
cooperation between others. 
In my county, everything changed when a coordinator was hired to be the single point of communication among the fire 
service and outside agencies. This step effectively reduced chiefs to station captains. It took away their independence to 
deal with the state fire marshal, county commissioners, as well as the Bureau of Land Management and the USFS. They 
lost their ability to offer input for important decisions, missed feedback from these agencies and, in effect, lost their 
identity. While the intent was not to disrespect these chiefs, that was the end result they experienced. The first mass 
resignation came within a year. This situation unfortunately continues today and still causes many issues, including 
multiple resignations of junior and senior personnel. 
Addressing external respect issues takes a lot of effort, and it is best done in groups, repeated constantly and consistently. 
Such issues can’t be addressed just by a chief officer; everyone from the probationary firefighter to the chief must work 
on these issues every time we interact. 
The solutions here are not easy, as turf battles seem to be ingrained in many agencies. The bottom line is these agencies 
serve a valuable purpose; they have a job to do just like us. But they have different priorities and perspective than us. It 
doesn’t make wrong, just different. This doesn’t mean we can’t agree when necessary. If everyone always looks at what 
is best for our citizens as the primary goal, we will reach agreement. 

DISRESPECT ONE OF US, DISRESPECT ALL OF US 
When it seems like these issues can’t be fixed, mass resignations or walkouts may appear to be the only way to get 
others’ attention or to try to force our will. Unfortunately, such actions usually work against us in the long run. 
Most firefighters no longer expect a “thank you” at every turn. However, they do expect recognition for their work and 
sacrifices. Many members of outside agencies have no concept of the training, work and sacrifices that firefighters 
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experience. How many birthdays, graduations and school programs did we miss over the years? Firefighters want to feel 
valued and appreciated for their work. 
And specific to volunteers, a sure way to kill a volunteer’s motivation is to not use them. All firefighters go through a lot 
to get where they are, and they want to participate. 
Disrespect one of us, and you disrespect all of us. We are a brotherhood and sisterhood. We are a team. Firefighting is 
bigger than the one. We train, operate and, in some cases live, sleep and eat together, and when disrespected, we all 
feel it. 
Respect is a basic human need that is important to an individual’s self-esteem. We must work at getting respect, and we 
must work at giving respect. Every firefighter, every time. It must be done on and off duty. In the station and out. We 
need to perform at our best, be kind, courteous, respectful of everyone we interact with. We need to be united and 
speak up, and we need to remember why we are here and who we serve. 

 

 
FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 
In most areas of New York State, it is citizen volunteers who respond to emergency situations. Due to a variety of factors, 
New York’s volunteer fire departments are currently experiencing a critical need to recruit and retain members. 
As an incentive for individuals to serve in New York’s volunteer fire service, the Firefighters Association of the State of 
New York (FASNY) has developed the Higher Education Learning Plan (FASNY HELP). This program will provide tuition 
reimbursement to student-volunteers attending a New York State chartered college or taking online courses through 
Empire State College, as long as they are providing active service to a New York State volunteer department. Individuals 
who already have a college degree are also eligible to participate in the FASNY HELP program. 
FASNY HELP “Student-Volunteers” are eligible to have up to 100% of their tuition reimbursed (with any single semester 
award not to exceed $1,500) in exchange for maintaining defined grades and fulfilling established service requirements 
in one of New York’s volunteer fire companies. There is no restriction on the type of academic course(s) the FASNY HELP 
student-volunteer can pursue. To participate in FASNY HELP you must be an active volunteer firefighter in good standing. 
Student-volunteers must re-apply each semester they with to participate in FASNY HELP. 
Please note that this program will only be accepting 100 participants and if more than 100 applications are received, the 
finalists will be chosen by random lottery. 
DOWNLOAD THE FASNY HELP HANDBOOK AND APPLICATION: 
https://fasny.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/FASNY-HELP-Handbook-June-2021.pdf 

THE ATTORNEY’S OFFICE: 

Rules And Standards: Finding The Right Balance Starts With Knowing The Difference 

 Linda Willing 
Many fire service organizations talk about the importance of applying rules and standards to the actions people take on 
the job, but they often don’t make a clear distinction between the two. Sometimes these two words are used 
interchangeably; in reality, they are quite different. 
Here’s the difference: 

• Rules are specific and fact-based. You show up to work at a certain time. You wear a specific uniform. You wear 
seatbelts when a vehicle is moving. 

• Standards are principle-based and allow for interpretation. You complete assignments in a timely manner. You 
behave professionally. You drive safely. 

HOW TO ELIMINATE CONFUSION 
Conflict and confusion can occur when rules and standards are treated the same. Let’s explore some examples to help 
make the distinction. 
Obeying rules is an either-or proposition. You either show up to work on time or you don’t. Trying to evaluate such 
behavior on a relative scale makes no sense and leads to what decision scientists call “noise” in decision-making. Would 

https://fasny.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/FASNY-HELP-Handbook-June-2021.pdf
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someone get a higher score if they show up 10 minutes early? Or 20 minutes early? And if you want people to show up 
20 minutes early, then why isn’t that the rule? 
A lack of interpretation is a rule. For example, you may have a state standard that 70 is a passing grade on the EMT test. 
But in reality, there are only two possibilities here. Get a 70 or above and you are an EMT. Score 69 or lower and you’re 
not. 
Scale-based evaluations work for standards, not rules. Some fire departments include rule-based criteria on sliding scale 
evaluation forms. Many organizations use scale-based evaluation instruments (e.g., “On a scale of 1-10, how effective is 
this firefighter in accomplishing a certain task or goal?”). Such evaluation can work with the application of standards but 
loses meaning when applied to rules. 

RULES REDUCE NOISE, BUT ALSO NUANCE 
Noise is defined as error and unnecessary variability in decision-making that is not attached to specific biases. We are all 
susceptible to bias in judgment and decision-making, both from personal history and from human frailty. But even 
without specific bias present, different people may make different judgments given similar conditions. 
Rules reduce noise in decision-making. They make expectations crystal clear. They tend to make decisions and outcomes 
more consistent under some circumstances. 
However, rules also reduce the opportunity to use personal judgment and discretion. They can be a blunt instrument 
when nuance is called for. They can also lead to crippling micromanagement. 

USING RULES TO AUGMENT STANDARDS 
The best results come when rules and standards are used in tandem. For example, consider the general standard, 
“Firefighters will behave professionally when in the workplace.” Many fire departments have this kind of language 
written into their policies. 
The potential problems here are obvious. Who gets to decide what constitutes professional behavior? What might be 
offensive to some people could be seen as completely fine to others. And what about context – can some words or 
actions be OK in some circumstances but not in others? 
This is where rules can augment standards. If you want to strictly forbid the use of alcohol in the fire station, then say 
this explicitly. If there are certain words you never want to hear used in the workplace, then identify those words and 
make it clear that no one, regardless of personal relationship or context, will use those words while at work. 
Rules create greater consistency and reduce noise, but you don’t want a complete rules-based environment at work 
either. For example, some words may be clearly inappropriate, but others may depend on context. Trying to develop a 
strict rule for every potential misuse of language will lead to ridiculous levels of control. 
When workplaces are overly controlling, people tend to abandon initiative. They wait to be told what to do and will only 
do exactly what is ordered. Managing people in this way is a terrible waste of human resource. It also is a bad way to 
approach emergency response, the nature of which is that a situation may be defying a given rule or expectation. 
Yet the opposite extreme is dangerous, too. Abandoning all rules and giving individuals complete latitude to make 
decisions can allow for inconsistency, freelancing and the tolerance of bad actors for far too long. 

MAKING IT ALL WORK 
The key is to find a balance. 
Develop reasonable, necessary rules that apply equally to everyone. Make standards as clear as possible, then train and 
support individuals to make good judgments and interpret those standards in a positive way. Don’t allow rules and 
standards to become fossilized in the culture, but instead consider them as living things that must be continually 
reconsidered and evaluated. 
Most importantly, foster a culture where everyone wants the organization to be its best and feels empowered to make 
decisions that support this goal. 
Disclaimer: The legal opinions published here by the Association of Fire Districts are meant to provide guidance for fire district commissioners.  The materials available 

are for informational purposes only and not for the purpose of providing legal advice.  The opinions expressed are the opinions of the individual author at the time 

the facts were presented and based on the law then applicable.  The information contained in these opinions is not guaranteed to be up to date.  The information 

provided is not legal advice.  Since legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstances of each case, and laws are c onstantly changing, nothing on this site 

should be used as a substitute for the advice of competent legal counsel.  The authors assume no responsibility to any person who relies on informati on contained 

herein and disclaim all liability in respect to such information.  You should not act upon information in this publication without seeking professional counsel from an 

attorney admitted to practice in your jurisdiction.   
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THE CHIEF’S OFFICE: 

A Day In The Life Of A Volunteer Assistant Chief 

 Dan Rogers 
As a volunteer assistant fire chief, my job description is simple: Take care of the things that the chief shouldn’t be 
bothered with and ensure that he has the information he needs to properly manage the department. 
Though my job description is simple, the job itself is not. From tracking OSHA requirements to managing constant 
personnel issues, the position of the assistant chief covers a lot of ground – and it can be a lonely place. There are, 
however, several perks that come with the job, like not having to deal with the municipal administration, not having to 
answer directly to regulatory agencies, and, of course, getting to wear that shiny white helmet. (Given my refusal to stay 
away from the hot zone, it’s more accurate to refer to the color of the helmet as a grayish white.) 
Volunteer chief officers have perhaps some of the toughest jobs within the fire service. Why? Because our departments 
are still required to be NFPA-compliant, meet OSHA regulatory training standards, maintain compliant PPE and SCBA, 
and respond with up-to-date, well-maintained apparatus, to name a few of our many responsibilities. The key 
distinction between paid and volunteer is that we volunteers are forced to handle all of these responsibilities in our 
spare time and on a drastically undersized budget. We do not have the luxury of spending 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the desk 
each day. There are no daily briefings, lunch meetings or administrative assistants. We do the work before and after our 
full-time or career jobs, often in lieu of sleep, and for no extra pay. I am not tooting my own horn; I signed up for this life, 
and I am thrilled to be a part of this mission. 

STANDARD ASSISTANT CHIEF DUTIES 
Day-to-day operations for volunteers vary tremendously, and often our job requirements are in direct response to the 
needs of the department on that very day. As an assistant chief, I get to work below a chief who isn’t afraid to make 
tough decisions, stand up for what is right, and conduct his business in a manner that best benefits the community. The 
daily, weekly, monthly tasks I complete may be a direct instruction from him, self-driven or derived by the needs of my 
subordinates. 
No two days are the same for a volunteer assignment chief, so let’s focus on the tasks that need to be accomplished 
throughout the week, month or even year.   
Develop topics and hold a monthly meeting for officers: As assistant chief, I develop topics for our chief officers’ 
meetings that include updates from the last meeting, new business, upcoming events, upcoming trainings and personnel 
issues. This list is then cross-checked with the chief’s list to ensure that we didn’t miss anything prior to the meeting. 
Serve as lead training officer: I drew the role of lead training officer within my department. I am tasked with developing 
a training schedule, planning training sessions using outside collegiate institutional fire service programs, and instructing 
in-house training sessions, including 240-hour annual recruit classes, annual required OSHA trainings, and online training 
sessions. Tracking training hours for each member also falls under this umbrella. 
Hold post-call critiques: My department responds to an average of 15-20 structure fires each year, several of which are 
mutual aid. To ensure we are learning from our mistakes and sharing our successes, each critical response handled by 
our department gets a post-call critique (aka after-action review). I am tasked with developing the critique outline, 
grading our response A-F as seen through my eyes. The final critique is approved by the chief and presented at each 
regular monthly meeting for learning. This process is accompanied by an action item document that drives future training 
sessions, equipment purchases or repair, or personnel adjustments based on needs identified within the critique. I am 
also tasked with the action item follow-up. 
Handle grant writing/reporting: Volunteer departments with small budgets depend on federal, state and local funding 
to operate with NFPA standards. Grant writing and reporting is one of the bigger tasks assigned to my role as assistant 
chief. Federal grants usually take about 8-10 hours to research and complete the narrative section and an additional 2 
hours to complete the application itself. I figure another few hours with the chief to plan the overall request based on 
the needs of the department. State and local grants tend to take less time to assemble, but the planning period remains 
the same. With each award comes developing specification and bidding packages and post-award reporting 
requirements. All-in-all, I would say I dedicate on average about 10 hour per months on grant work, more during 
the AFG and SAFER application period. 

https://www.firerescue1.com/afg/
https://www.firerescue1.com/safer/
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Co-lead fundraising efforts: Operating with a small budget carries its share of financial shortcomings that must be offset 
via local fundraising. Our department hosts several fundraisers each year, with most of the members playing a large role 
in each. The job of planning and execution of these fundraisers falls to our chief and myself. Our department holds one 
large scale dinner/raffle fundraiser in late winter and partners with the local winery for a summer concert series. Our 
large-scale fundraiser requires substantial preplanning and setup, while the summer series requires just a few hours per 
month. 
Collaborate with partnering organizations for the greater good: Our department has partnered with an outside 
organization that provides resources for those struggling with mental health issues and addiction. I am tasked with 
ensuring that these organizations get what they need from our department to provide their direct services locally to our 
community. This type of partnership requires constant communication to ensure our agency is meeting the needs of the 
organizations. On average, with communication and follow-up, I would estimate a few hours per month of emails and 
phone calls. 
Drive recruitment and retention efforts: One of the most important tasks assigned to a volunteer officer is that of 
volunteer recruitment and retention. As assistant chief, I am tasked with the development and implementation of a 
recruitment plan. Likewise, developing and overseeing programs designed to retain these members falls within my duties 
as well. Recruitment is always an ongoing effort at our department. Either the chief or myself dedicates 2-3 hours per 
month on recruitment efforts to keep the applications coming. 
Develop SOPs and SOGs: I am responsible for the standard operating procedures and standard operating guidelines for 
the department. Once developed, these documents are submitted to the chief for an in-depth review and approval 
process. He carries the responsibility of implementation. 
Respond to calls: My fireground role varies depending on the type of call, time of day and even time of year. Our 
department has many farmers on the roster, including my chief. When large-scale calls come in during spring planting or 
fall harvest, my fireground role of switches from a support role to incident commander as the chief has an extended ETA 
to the scene. Most other calls, I happily shift where the chief/scene needs my services. For larger calls during other times 
of year, I usually find myself as an operations officer or safety officer. 

TIPS FOR THE ASSISTANT CHIEF 
The assistant chief’s position is easily one of the most rewarding spots within the fire service. I get to learn the ropes of 
managing a department from a quality leader, be a key decision-maker within the department, take part in trainings and 
fires, and witness the effects we have within the community firsthand. 
One thing I have learned over the years is that there is certainly no written manual for being a quality assistant chief, so 
here are the key points I try to follow: 

• The safety of my members is paramount. I have a critical responsibility to each of them and their families to 
return them home safely. 

• We operate on tax money earned by the very folks whom we are working to protect. We must be good stewards 
of that money and use it to constantly seek improvement of their behalf. 

• There is never a wrong time to do the right thing, especially when it comes to safety. 
• It is important to foster a strong relationship between the chief and assistant chief. When the top-seated 

personnel are singularly driven to better the department on behalf of the community they serve, good things are 
bound to happen. 

• Finally, never, ever make your chief look bad. 

GRANTS FOR THE FIRE SERVICE: 

2022-2023 LGRMIF Applications Being Accepted 
The New York State Archives is pleased to announce that it is now accepting applications for the 2022-2023 Local 
Government Records Management Improvement Fund (LGRMIF) grant cycle. The application deadline is 5:00 pm March 
21, 2022. More information on the LGRMIF program can be found by accessing the State Archives’ LGRMIF grant pages 
on the Archives’ website. Interested applicants can also view our new, six-part LGRMIF webinar series that covers topics 
such as navigating the eGrants portal, writing the grant narrative, and more. 
Hold the date of March 1, 2022, 10:00-11:00 am, for an Ask Me Anything webinar on the 2022-2023 LGRMIF cycle. The 
webinar is free but you must register.  

http://www.archives.nysed.gov/grants/lgrmif-grants
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/workshops/catalog?field_workshop_category_tid=697&field_workshop_type_tid=All&field_intended_audience_tid=All
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/workshops/schedule/ask-us-anything-about-lgrmif-grants
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If your institution does not already have an eGrants user account, or if your Records Management Officer (RMO) has 
changed since the last time your institution applied for a grant, please complete and submit the online registration form 
. The deadline for requesting a new user account is 5:00 pm on March 7, 2022. 

CLASSIFIED SECTION: 

JOB OPPORTUNITY GREENFIELD FIRE DISTRICT PURCHASING DIRECTOR 

Purchasing Director: The Greenfield Fire District is looking for a professional and highly-motivated person to perform a 
wide variety of functions relating to the material needs and possessions of the Greenfield Fire District.  Must have good 
organization and communication skills, the ability to manage several projects simultaneously, and be flexible with work 
hours when necessary.  Prior experience preferred and all candidates must have a clean driver’s license.  Individuals 
residing within Fire District Boundaries preferred.  Employment application and job description can be found on the 
district website at www.greenfieldfd.org.  Please send application, cover letter & resume to Joyce Petkus, District 
Administrator via email at Jpetkus@greenfieldfd.org or regular mail to Greenfield Fire District, P.O. Box 103 Greenfield 

Center, NY 12833 no later than March 31, 2022. 

 
**The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
Have you got stuff just laying around taking up space that someone else less fortunate might need, 
then use the Cooperative Project forms? 
It is no secret that there is a huge disparity in fire district budgets across New York state. Budgets range from $30,000 
per year to several million dollars. Those districts in more populated areas with businesses have a much larger tax base 
to fund firefighting efforts while rural districts are somewhat at a disadvantage due to lower property values, lower 
average income, and fewer businesses to support their tax base. 
Born out of discussions between Commissioners of small rural and larger urban districts at the recent AFDSNY Annual 
Meeting and Conference at Turning Stone is the Capital Area Cooperative Project. The Capital Area Cooperative Project 
seeks to build partnerships between fire districts to help provide equipment and tools donated from larger fire 
departments to smaller and rural fire departments within the Capital District and beyond. These better funded districts 
are able to replace gear more often and many times excessed gear ends up leaving the state. One Commissioner stated 
that he would rather have the gear stay in New York and help struggling districts than to ship it out of state or even out 
of the country. These underfunded fire departments can receive donated tools and equipment to ensure they can 
perform their duty to save lives and protect property as safely and as efficiently as possible. If you are interested in 
donating tools or equipment or requesting a donation, please fill out the forms in the links provided and a representative 
from the Capital Area Association of Fire Districts will contact you. 
 
For Districts desiring TO GET RID OF EQUIPMENT, fill out the form at: 
https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7 
WANT TO SEE WHAT IS NEEDED OR BEING OFFERED GO HERE: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing 
You will need a google account or establish one! 
All donations made will go directly toward the mission of helping small and rural fire departments in need. Equipment 
and tools that are not NFPA compliant may be donated to the International Fire Relief Mission to assist international fire 
departments with equipment needs. 

THE LIGHTER SIDE! 

 

At my funeral, take the bouquet off my coffin and throw it into the crowd.  See who’s 
next!! 

 

https://eservices.nysed.gov/ldgrants/ldgext/cnRegistration.do
http://www.greenfieldfd.org/
mailto:Jpetkus@greenfieldfd.org
https://forms.gle/a6ApHuACeu5yziJs7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WLg2iILQhQLdyHEF5IV3VvLznLllW57H?usp=sharing
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FIRE DISTRICT RESOURCES - -THE BACK PAGE - - FOR YOU TO FOLLOW UP! 

What are the duties and responsibilities of a Commissioner? 
The Answer is posted on our web site at www.AFDCA.org 

 
Vital Statistics on the State Association Regions – the break out is on our web site. 
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CAPITAL AREA BUSINESS PARTNER’S 
Business Partner Applications Available At:  WWW.AFDCA.ORG 

We invite our business partners to submit educational information to be included in this Bulletin for district commissioners and chief officers 
Write me at tom@rinaldi1.com 

Please Support Those Who Support Us!! 

Renewals are due by April 1st, 2022 

 

If you have information on new products you wish to showcase or is educational and informative for fire 
districts, please submit it and we will use it in this Bulletin under the appropriate heading. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

JOHN M. LESNIEWSKI 
Assistant Vice President and 

Senior Business Banking Officer 
Fulton/Montgomery Markets 

12 Fremont Street, Gloversville, NY 12078 
P: 518.775-5205 | M: 518.848-0612 

NMLS ID 915694 
www.nbtbank.com 

 
David Farstad, Municipal Banking Officer 

652 Albany-Shaker Road, Albany NY 12211 
P/F: 518-730-3120 
M: 518-506-0075 

farstadd@pioneerbanking.com 

HANNIGAN LAW FIRM PLLC 
388 Kenwood Avenue 

Delmar, New York 12054 
P: (518) 869-9911 
F: (518) 869-9915 
www.hannigan.pro 

Fire/EMS –Municipal Law 

 
 

98B Troy Road 
East Greenbush, NY  12061 

518-479-2004 
www.dignuminc.com 

Young, Fenton, Kelsey & Brown, PC 
General Practice Matters plus - 

Fire Service Attorneys 
1881 Western Ave. Suite 140 

Albany, N.Y. 12203 
518.456.6767 

 
Specializing in insurance for Fire Districts and 
Departments 

Dave Meager 
31 Church Street  Saratoga Springs, NY 

518-584-5300x3243 dmeager@amsureins.com     

 

 

Haughey Insurance Agency 
850 State Route 50 

Burnt Hills, NY 12027 
518-399-1583 

www.haugheyagency.com 

 
Architects & Engineers 

3 Lear Jet Lane, Suite 205 
Latham, NY 12110 

518-765-5105 
Dennis Ross, Dir of Emergency Services Market 

www.H2M.com 

 
Mitchell Associates Architects 

518-765-4571 
Specializing in Fire Stations 

www.mitchell-architects.com 

 
518-300-4732 

431 New Karner Rd Suite 170 
Albany, NY 12205 

https://foxpest-albany.com 

 
The D’Amato Law Group LLP 

Gregory Serio, Partner 

111 Washington Ave Suite 600 

Albany, NY 12210 

518.426.3800 

Email: gserio@dlgny.com 

damatolawgroup.com 

Contact Linda Flanagan 

110 Main Street 

Poughkeepsie, NY 12601 

845-331-2255 X2768 

“Insurance for First Responders” 
https://marshallsterling.com/linda-flanagan 

 

LEGAL SERVICES ARCHITECT/ 
ENENGINEERS 

INSURANCE 

PEST CONTROL BANKING 

John Caputo 
Marketing Manager 
One Blue Hill Plaza – 16th Floor 
PO Box 1609 
Pearl River, NY 10965 

845.8855 X7011 
Cell 631.601.5305 
jcaputo@fdmny.com 
VFBL/Workers’ Comp Coverage 

http://www.afdca.org/
http://www.nbtbank.com/
mailto:jcaputo@fdmny.com
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800 Rt 146 Suite 493 

Clifton Park, NY 12065 
518.300.1126 

www.mytechsinc.com 

Managed IT Support 
Information Security Solutions 

 

Safety First Equipment Testing 
99 Glass Lake Road 

Averill Park, NY 12018 
518-674-8363 

www.safetyfirstfirehose.com 

 

 
Frank & Sons  
Body Works 

518-346-8119 
Expert Fire Truck Repair 

www.frankandsonsbodyworks.com 

Haughey Insurance Agency 
850 State Route 50 

Burnt Hills, NY 12027 
518-399-1583 

www.haugheyagency.com 

 
Jason Cyboron 

Sr. Manager of Business Development & Accts 
518-783-6933 ext 15 

Cell 518.401.5195 
www.penflexinc.com 

jcyboron@penflex.com 

 
 

518-432-5087 
www.thelosapgroup.com, 

 
Fleury Risk Management 

28 Corporate Drive, Suite 104 
Clifton Park, NY 12065 

518.478.6314 
https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497 

VFBL Insurances Services 

 

Stawnychy Financial Services 

Zoriana M. Stawnychy 
973.283.0024 

zoriana@stawnychyfinancial.com 
135 Kinnelon Road Suite 101 

Kinnelon, NJ 07405 
Serving fire districts in New York State 

UBS Financial Advisors 
Ralph Lemme, CFP 

8 Southwoods Blvd Suite 207 
Albany, NY 12211 

518.445.1667 

LOSAP MANAGEMENT 

APPARATUS BODY REPAIR 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

FIRE EQ TESTING 

SCBA COMPRESSOR 
SERVICE 

 
Ballston Spa National Bank 

PO Box 70 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
Deborah JR O’Connor 

518.363.8119 

Deborah.oconnor@bsnb.com 
 
  

 
Peter B. Feid 

pfeid@vfis.com 
717.819.3116 

INSURANCE 
 

http://www.penflexinc.com/
https://www.fleuryrisk.com/nysgroup497
mailto:pfeid@vfis.com
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All Type Professional Door Service 
405 N Pearl Street, Albany NY 12207 

518-463-1333 - Fire Station Doors 
Repaired/Installed 

info@alltyoedoorsny.com 

 

 
518-785-0299 

www.marvincpa.com 

 
 

518.459.6700 
26 Computer Drive West 

Albany, NY 12205 
www.bstco.com 

Brendan Kennedy ext 356 

 
68 Sicker Road, Latham, NY 12110 

518.785.0900 
www.bulldogfireapparatus.com 

 

 

Salt City Fire 
Equipment 

4474 Bussey Road 
Syracuse, NY 13215 

315-741-5258 
Saltcityfireequpment.com 
Proud Dealer of Seagrave 

Fire Apparatus 

 
Robert V. Gramuglia, CPA 

1 Pine West Plaza Suite 107, Albany NY 12205 
518.452.8055 or 518.859.5851cell 

Email: rgramuglia@BGCPA.net 

FIRE APPARATUS 

OVERHEAD DOOR 
SERVICE 

CPA/AUDITS 

https://www.alltypedoorsny.com/
https://www.alltypedoorsny.com/
https://www.alltypedoorsny.com/
http://www.bstco.com/
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The Capital Bulletin is reaching well over 400+ fire district members and now other members of the fire service on a regular 
basis.  Since the Capital Area Association covers an area the size of Connecticut it is difficult to meet in person to exchange 

information and ideas.   
This is a service of the Capital Area Association through the effort of Tom Rinaldi who can be reached at tom@rinaldi1.com for 

comments or content contributions are always welcome. 

 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE ASSOCIATION OF FIRE DISTRICTS OF THE CAPITAL AREA 

Would you like to join the Association of Fire Districts of the Capital Area and join 75 members in 8 counties?  Both fire 
protection districts and Village departments are eligible for membership. 
The yearly membership dues (January 1st to December 31st) shall be as follows and shall be based on the annual 
budget of the Fire District/Organization; 
To take effect January 2023: 

$0 to $200,000: $50  
$200,001 to $400,000: $100  
$401,000 to $600,000: $200  
$600,001 plus: $300  
Business Partners:  $100.00 annual member fee 

 
Medical Supplies Needed for Ukraine relief: 
- first aid kits (combat) (first aid in case of injury). 
- Supraglottic Emergency Airway Devices  
- Stretcher 
- Occlusive dressing with ventilation 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Thermostatic bandage 
- Rescue cover 
- Triangular scarf 
- Film-valve 
- Ambu Bag (Adult) 
- Napkins Gel Guardian. 
- Hypothermic package, 
- Gloves non-sterile (without powder, SML), 200 pieces / unitary enterprise. 
- Tonometer 
- Anti-burn hydrogel 
- Pocket Mask 
- Bandages 7x14 and 5x10 
- Elastic bandage, 
- Turnstile harnesses, 
- Mounting wide tape 20 cm. 
- Dexalgin 2.0 in amp., 20 packages 
- Ceftriaxone 2.0 in amp 
- Butter scissors (Lister) for bandages, 
- Medical Safety Pins 
- Rubber elastic medical 
- Medical Neck Braces 
- Betadine 1000 ml, 20 fl. and 100 ml, 15 fl. 
- Defibrillators. 
- Intravenous catheter (single, 18G), 
- Nalbuphine 
- Mounting reinforced tape 

 

mailto:tom@rinaldi1.com

